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Interest of multi-modal imaging in bilateral lesions of basal ganglia: A case report of a post-anoxic 

dystonia. 
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Abstract: 

 

Objectives: We report the case of a 16-year-old patient with progressive generalized choreo-dystonia that 

appeared two months after a suicide attempt by hanging associated with a cardiorespiratory arrest. An initial 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) brain scan was judged normal by radiologists. Discordance between clinical 

presentation and morphological imaging led to the hypothesis of a psychogenic dystonia but striatal lesions were 

suspected by neurologists.  

Methods: A second MRI high field was performed and the patient also underwent 123I-fluopane single photon 

emission computed tomography (SPECT). MRI and SPECT fusion images were analysed. 

Results: The second MRI failed to reveal any lesions involving the basal ganglia. 123I-fluopane-SPECT, 

however, highlighted bilateral posterior putaminal presynaptic dopaminergic denervation. Post hoc analysis of 

MRI and SPECT fusion images confirmed bilateral posterior putamen lesions, with low signal intensity on DWI, 

confirming the diagnosis of postanoxic generalized dystonia. 

Conclusions: We report this case to highlight the utility of multimodal imaging in diagnosis of bilateral lesions 

in difficult neurologic disorders where there is discordance between the clinical presentation and morphological 

brain imaging. 
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Image of the month 

 

A 16-year-old patient had been resuscitated from a cardiorespiratory arrest of fifteen minutes following 

an attempted suicide by hanging. An emergency brain computed tomography (CT) was normal. 

Electroencephalography showed no abnormalities. The parents reported mood disorders with consumption of 

cannabis during the period preceding the suicide attempt. He  had a neurologically favourable outlook but two 

months after, the patient had increasing difficulty walking with generalized dystonia associated to sad mood with 

dark thoughts. First magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at this time was judged to be normal (a).  

The discordance between clinical presentation and normal morphological imaging, with two symptom-free 

months, led to the hypothesis of psychogenic dystonia but clinicians suspected nigrostriatal lesions. A 123I-

fluopane single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) was performed to highlight a dopaminergic 

deficit (1),and showed a decrease of radiotracer uptake in the bilateral posterior putamen, with normal uptake in 

the caudate (b), confirmed by comparison with a database of healthy, age-matched individuals (GEMS, 

DaTQUANT®)(c). A second MRI 3T was performed but first reading failed to highlight any lesion in the basal 

ganglia. MRI and SPECT fusion images revealed a decrease of tracer uptake with low signal intensity on DWI in 

in the bilateral posterior putamen, confirming anoxic striatal bilateral lesions (d). Cases of delayed-onset 

generalized dystonia due to cerebral hypoxic damage have been described (2), with isolated bilateral lesions in 

the basal ganglia(3) but not always clear in morphological brain imaging. 



To our knowledge, this is the first case of postanoxic dystonia to have been diagnosed by fusion SPECT 

with MRI, demonstrating the utility of multi-modal imaging for diagnosis of bilateral lesions in difficult 

neurological disorders.(4) 
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